Engineering systems are frequently abstracted to models with discontinuous behaviour (such as a switch or contact), and a hybrid model is one which contains continuous and discontinuous behaviours. Bond graphs are an established physical modelling method, but there are several methods for constructing switched or 'hybrid' bond graphs, developed for either qualitative 'structural' analysis or efficient numerical simulation of engineering systems. This article proposes a general hybrid bond graph suitable for both. The controlled junction is adopted as an intuitive way of modelling a discontinuity in the model structure. This element gives rise to 'dynamic causality' that is facilitated by a new bond graph notation. From this model, the junction structure and state equations are derived and compared to those obtained by existing methods. The proposed model includes all possible modes of operation and can be represented by a single set of equations. The controlled junctions manifest as Boolean variables in the matrices of coefficients. The method is more compact and intuitive than existing methods and dispenses with the need to derive various modes of operation from a given reference representation. Hence, a method has been developed, which can reach common usage and form a platform for further study.
Introduction
Bond graphs are an established, well-documented method for mechatronic system modelling. Hybrid bond graphs -that is, bond graphs incorporating both continuous and discontinuous behaviour -are an area of active research. There are a number of proposed approaches to modelling discontinuities in bond graphs, and a substantial body of work has already been conducted. No one method for hybrid bond graphs has reached common usage. This article proposes a method for constructing hybrid bond graphs and generating equations from them, considering the issue of dynamic causality on commutation. The method can be used for both qualitative analysis and numerical simulation of applications, and it is anticipated that this approach can be adopted throughout the modelling community to facilitate further work on hybrid modelling. Early attempts to model discontinuous behaviour yielded the time-dependent junction (tdj) 1 and the use of modulated resistance elements to represent hydraulic valves. 1, 2 Subsequently, a number of methods for representing discontinuities in the bond graph were proposed, including the switching transformer element, 3 ideal switch 4 or switched source (sometimes known as a switched element), 5 controlled junction (similar in principle to the time dependent junction) 6 and switched storage element. 7 Other methods included using petri nets to link a selection of continuous-time models, 8 the quantised bond graph 9 (which is completely discrete and can be solved by discrete event simulation (DEVS)), and the impulse bond graph 10 (which explicitly considers impulses in variable structure systems). A full discussion of these methods is outside the scope of this article. Throughout the latter half of the 1990s, a body of work on the simulation of hybrid bond graph models was produced in which switched sources and controlled junctions emerged as the key methods, [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] [16] [17] [18] [19] and these are still in usage.
Switched sources (which commutate between being an effort and a flow source) were used extensively in subsequent work on (bond-graph-based) structural analysis. [20] [21] [22] [23] [24] [25] By rearranging the junction structure matrix (JSM) into an implicit form, a switching law can be included to describe the relationship between the switched source's input and output variables. A state equation for the reference mode of operation can be obtained from this, and other modes of operation derived in turn. However, switched sources have been criticised because a switch is a control element, not an energy processing element. 6, 26 The bulk of work on hybrid bond graphs for simulation used the controlled junction (which is a regular constant flow or effort junction when ON and a source of zero flow or effort when OFF). [27] [28] [29] [30] [31] [32] [33] Typically, a range of continuous models are produced, and a finite state automaton or transform in state space links them.
Some interesting variants on these methods have been proposed. Low et al. [34] [35] [36] produced a series of articles looking at hybrid bond graphs for fault detection and isolation (FDI) and defining a causality assignment procedure for hybrid bond graphs. Although they initially used switched sources, they adopted controlled junctions but used a subtly different version in which the junction is deleted when 'OFF'. There is also a switched power junction proposed by Umarikar and Umanand, 37 which has two mutually exclusive effortor flow-deciding bonds (rather than being ON or OFF like a controlled junction). The rest of the bond graph remains in static causality.
A Boolean modulated transformer (MTF) connected to a resistance element can be used like a switched source, with the resistance modelling the internal resistance of the real switch. 38 This approach has been used most recently by Borutzky 39 who fixes the causality of the resistor and uses the resulting invariant causality bond graph for FDI (generating results comparable to those obtained by Low et al.) . This gives a unique model covering all modes of operation, but with fixed causality.
Causality can be exploited and the junction structure can be inspected to reveal information about the model prior to numerical simulation (sometimes called 'structural analysis') in a manner corresponding to the structural analysis of the state matrices in control theory. [40] [41] [42] [43] A feature of hybrid bond graphs is that the ideal causal assignment of the bond graph can change with commutation of the new switching parts. In some cases, this is due to the variable topology of the model, for example, two bodies contacting and coalescing. This idea of variable causality and topology has been addressed by several authors. 5, 44, 45 Much of the work conducted to date restricts dynamic causality by adding parasitic compliance or 'causality resistance' 4 or using novel causality assignments like hybrid sequential causality assignment procedure (Hybrid-SCAP). 35 This is intended to facilitate simulation, but can cause problems by creating an overly complex stiff model, 46 and is open to abuse (i.e. there is a danger that resistances may be added purely to aid computation with no consideration of the physical system). It may restrict insight into the model by breaking causal paths that would otherwise occur, and it may be undesirable to have extra small compliances or resistances in applications where a reduced-order 'proper model' is needed. It has been suggested that dynamic causality is preferable, revealing something of the model's properties. 45 However, authors who allow dynamic causality typically transfer the model to another software environment (where some kind of automaton or algebraic state mapping handles the discontinuity and state variables can be reinitialised after each transition), losing the graphical advantages of bond graphs.
This article makes a distinction between structural discontinuities (e.g. a physical switch, clutch or valve that connects or disconnects part of the model: often resulting in a variable topology model) and parametric discontinuities (e.g. an element with a highly non-linear behaviour, which can be abstracted to piecewise continuous relationships). The focus is on structural discontinuities in order to utilise the linear time-invariant (LTI) state space representation for the general model.
The purpose of this article is to create a hybrid bond graph that facilitates qualitative analysis and engineering insight, as well as being suitable for efficient simulation. It has the following features.
The controlled junction was selected as an established method for showing discontinuities in a bond graph, which is the most intuitive method because it (dis)connects parts of the bond graph. This mirrors structural changes in topology that occur in the idealised physical system and therefore can be exploited to give insight into the system. In contrast, the switching source adds extra inputs and results in a switching law being added to the model equations in a form unsuitable for simulation. The equations derived from this graph are unique and represent all modes, with Boolean variables referring to an absolute OFF or ON state of each controlled junction. In contrast, the equations derived from systems with switching sources describe a reference model and switching laws enabling other modes of operation to be derived. Dynamic causality is allowed so as to give maximum insight into the model and prevent unwanted complexity and high frequency dynamics (which can occur in models where the causal assignment is kept static). This is shown on the bond graph, again to aid insight.
The causally dynamic hybrid bond graph

Use of the controlled junction in the hybrid bond graph
Structural switching activates or deactivates part of a system, for example, a physical switch, clutch or hydraulic valve. A controlled junction can be used to (dis)connect or (de)activate part of the model accordingly. Controlled junctions, defined by Mosterman and Biswas, 14 are recommended by other authors 26, 35 as an intuitive and physically correct representation for structural discontinuities because they clearly show where elements connect and disconnect and break the path of power flow.
A controlled junction behaves as a normal 1-or 0-junction when ON and a source of zero flow or effort (respectively) when OFF. A controlled 1-junction is therefore used to break or inhibit flow (e.g. an electrical switch that breaks the flow of current) and a controlled 0-junction is used to inhibit effort (e.g. a clutch or other physical non-contact in a mechanical system). This always gives rise to dynamic causality on one of the attached bonds. The commonly accepted notation for controlled junctions is X1 and X0, which will be used in this article.
Based on the above description, controlled junctions X1 and X0 can be formally defined as 2-port elements with associated Boolean parameters l. The restriction to two ports is for practical reasons and the definition can easily be extended to more than two ports. Bond graph representations of controlled junctions X1 and X0 are shown in Figure 1 , and their defining relationships are given by equations (1) and (2), respectively.
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The Boolean parameter l selects the set of equations that are valid given the state of the switch: l = 1 when the switch is ON and l = 0 when the switch is OFF. For each controlled junction, the above defining equations (1) and (2) lead to three possible causal configurations.
Two causal configurations when the switch is ON, that is, l = 1 (first two equations equivalent to a normal 1 or 0 junction). A unique causal configuration when the switch is OFF, that is, l = 0 (last two equations equivalent to null sources of flow or null sources of effort imposed by the element to both power ports with conjugate variables externally imposed to the element).
Controlled junction definitions, their possible causal configurations depending on the state of the switches and the associated assignment statements are summarised in Table 1 . The formal definition of controlled junctions proposed here indicates that these elements are represented in terms of bond graph as elements 'switching' between standard 0-or 1-junctions and null sources. This appears to be a natural physical interpretation not shown by other representations using only null sources or MTFs with resistors.
A dynamic causality assignment procedure for the hybrid bond graph Causality in a bond graph is typically assigned using the Sequential Causality Assignment Procedure (SCAP). 47 There are some alternative causality assignment procedures for hybrid models aimed at efficient simulation and producing a causally static diagnostic hybrid bond graph. Using controlled junctions in the general case without parasitic resistive elements, dynamic causality is unavoidable. However, dynamic causality can be minimised (without artificially constraining it) in order to generate the smallest possible set of equations. Low et al. 35 observe that dynamic causality can be minimised when a 1-port element is on the junction. However, their assertion that static causality can be maintained only applies to their method of deleting the controlled junction when it is OFF, potentially giving rise to hanging junctions/elements and a different causality assignment (see Figure 2 ).
The causality assignment procedure for hybrid bond graphs proposed in this study starts with a reference mode of operation defined with a maximum number of elements in integral causality and controlled junctions preferably ON. This is the mode that should be easiest to simulate. Deviations from this reference due to dynamic causality are marked as dashed causal strokes. This enables the user to see the effects of commutation on causality and aids in equation generation. The dynamic sequential causality assignment procedure (DSCAP) to represent all modes of a hybrid bond graph model can be summarised in the following procedure.
DSCAP for hybrid bond graph.
Step 1. Assign causality according to SCAP with preferred integral causality, stopping when a controlled junction is reached, that is, start by assigning causality to a source element and propagate causality throughout the bond graph as far as any controlled junctions. Repeat for other source elements and then for any storage elements that have not yet been assigned causality. If causal conflict occurs in this stage, the model should be changed.
The causal assignment from step 1 may dictate whether some switches are ON or OFF.
Step 2. Choose a controlled junction that does not have its causality fully assigned. Assign causality around the controlled junctions assuming the switch to be ON (as indicated in Table 1 ) and propagate as far as possible.
Repeat this stage until all the controlled junctions have their causality fully assigned.
Step 3. Finish propagating causality throughout the bond graph to any resistance elements or remaining bonds and propagate as far as possible.
Step 4. Taking each controlled junction in turn, consider the causality assignment when it is in the other state to the reference configuration. Mark this causality assignment with a dashed causal stroke and propagate throughout the bond graph ( Figure 2(d) ). If causal conflict occurs in this stage, then the other state of the controlled junction is not allowed. Remark. Causal propagations in step 2 and step 4 of the algorithm above may dictate the state (ON or OFF) of some controlled junctions as a result of the assigned state of others. This reveals some constraints in the state of switches indicating the allowed configurations or physically feasible modes of operation. Figure 2 shows a simple example of the effect of the causality assignment around a controlled junction when ON and OFF. The representation is compared in this example with the method of deleting the switch when OFF as proposed by Low et al. 35 
Equation generation from dynamic causal bond graphs
The terms in the underlying equations change when causality is dynamic. Storage elements may switch from integral to derivative causality, and the inputs and outputs of the resistance elements may reverse. The resulting state space matrices may change size depending on the mode. Sueur and Dauphin-Tanguy 48 suggest the use of a 'pseudo-state variable' when analysing models with elements in derivative causality. This is not a conventional state variable, but the input to the junction structure from an element in derivative causality. When it is included in the equations it generates an algebraic equation that relates to the other state equations.
Storage elements in dynamic causality can be described using a variable for each of the two possible causal assignments: a state variable for the integral causality case, and a 'pseudo-state variable' for derivative causality. Buisson et al. 20 do this to recover the implicit state equations from a single mode of operation. The philosophy of using two variables, a state and a 'pseudo-state', to represent the two modes of storage element can be extended here. In this article, an implicit model is presented, which describes all possible modes of operation. Multiple variables are used to describe elements in dynamic causality, which are (de)activated in the appropriate modes of operation. The LTI form remains valid because the switching behaviour is not necessarily a function of time: the equations capture the model at all time points.
Implicit formulation of the hybrid junction structure relation
The general hybrid bond graph
A causal bond graph model can be represented in matrix format, as a JSM consisting of ones and zeros that relate the system inputs and outputs. The JSM based on the Paynter junction structure is used here since it has reached common use in bond graph structural analysis. The coefficients in the transformer field (representing any transformer or gyrator elements, sometimes expressed outside the JSM) are brought inside the JSM to give terms other than one and zero.
The general bond graph structure is shown in Figure 2 , with a modified 'hybrid' version to capture structural switching behaviour and the induced dynamic causality. Using the DSCAP proposed above, the resulting hybrid causal bond graph would display some elements with static causality and some with dynamic causality represented by dashed causal strokes (Figure 2(b) ). The hybrid junction structure matrix (HJSM; relating system inputs and outputs) and implicit state equation can be derived from this representation. For the general hybrid bond graph, the matrix S contains Boolean parameters l indicating the state of controlled junctions. Switching terms in the sub-matrices of S will therefore be carried through into the state equations derived from it. Figure 3 represents the block diagram derived from the hybrid causal bond graph, and the key variables used are defined as follows.
Elements with static causality have the usually defined variables.
Input vectors, denoted _ X i (composed of _ p and _ q on I and C elements in integral causality),Ẑ d (composed of f and e on I and C elements in derivative causality) andD out (composed of effort or flow variables into dissipative elements). Output vectors denotedẐ i and _ X i for storage elements andD in for dissipative elements. 2. However, dynamic causality is captured in the block diagram by specifying additional input and output variables. In any single mode of operation, one input and one output are active, and the others are redundant. Two input vectors _ X i andZ d composed of _ p, _ q, f and e for storage elements in dynamic causal-ityD out =D e outDf out Â Ã T and composed of all effort and flow variables for dissipative elements in dynamic causality. Two output vectors _ X d andZ i composed of _ p, _ q, f and e for storage elements in dynamic caus-alityD in =D e inDf in Â Ã T and composed of all effort and flow variables for dissipative elements in dynamic causality.
For elements with dynamic causality, the set of outputs is identical to the set of input variables with the difference in notation highlighted for practical reasons. Also, it is worth noting that an element can only have two modes of operation (flow input/effort output and effort input/flow output), although a model can have several modes of operation overall if it contains multiple controlled junctions.
The HJSM contains Boolean variables l in addition to ones and zeros. Controlled junctions in the bond graph are assigned Boolean variables l in the junction structure (which has a value of 1 when the junction is ON and 0 when OFF), signifying that there is a connection between two quantities when the junction is ON. A single bond graph therefore represents all possible modes of operation and causal assignments. Vectors
T are the state and pseudo-state of the storage fields in integral and derivative causalities, respectively. Z i = ½Ẑ iZi T and Z d =Ẑ dZd Â Ã T are the complementary vectors of these states (as shown in Figure 3 
and is related by D in = L D out (Figure 4 ).
Comparison of standard and hybrid model equations
The process of deriving a JSM, and then an implicit state equation, from a standard bond graph is well established, 41 as is the process for equation generation from a bond graph using switched sources. 20, 23, 41 For the hybrid bond graph (with controlled junctions) defined here, a similar procedure is followed with two important differences: the matrices obtained are functions of Boolean variables representing the controlled junctions parameters, and there is an additional matrix L(l) that (de)activates outputs (i.e. multiplies them by zero or one) depending on whether they occur in a given mode of operation (Table 2) . A single set of state equations is generated, which encompasses all possible modes of operation and caters for dynamic causality.
Remark. Although the input and output vectors of the junction structure for both the standard bond graph and the hybrid bond graph in the concatenated form junction look similar, the difference in the dimensions should be noted. For the standard bond graph, dim _
where n IC is the number of storage elements, n R is the number of dissipative elements and n dyn is the number of elements with dynamic causality. Similar remarks can be made for the input vector.
Here, it will be assumed that the system elements are linear. If the LTI state space representation is derived from the JSM, the Boolean factors l naturally appear in the A and B matrices of the state equations, as shown in Table 2 . The LTI model is frequently used because no time is associated with the structural switching: it is simply acknowledged that there are different modes of operation. Note that this development assumes that each element has a linear, continuous constituent equation.
HJSM
As shown in section 'The general hybrid bond graph', there is one input and one output variable for each 1port element in static causality. There are two inputs and two outputs for each 1-port element in dynamic causality. Both sets of input/output are exclusive of each other, and the Boolean terms in the HJSM will activate one of these for each mode of operation.
In order to establish which outputs of the junction structure are active, the vector of outputs must be multiplied by a diagonal matrix of Boolean expressions L(l). In any one mode of operation, some rows of the matrices will be set to zeros and others will give the junction structure for that mode. Therefore, outputs that are in static causality are assigned a '1' in the diagonal of the matrix L(l) because they are fixed outputs, while variables associated with elements in dynamic causality are assigned a Boolean function f l ð Þ determined by the combination of the switch parameters l that dictates the output status of the variable. For each Boolean term f l ð Þ, there will always be a NOT term f l ð Þ present in the matrix L(l), which describes the dynamic element behaviour when the power variables switch from output to input or vice versa depending on the Boolean operations on the switch parameters being TRUE or FALSE.
In order to construct the matrix L(l), consider each 1-port element in dynamic causality in turn, determine any causal paths between this elements and the controlled junctions and report the state of the switch and the output variable in a truth table. The truth table can therefore be used to construct the combination of states, and hence function of Boolean variables, that result in each causal change. For example, if a storage element is in integral causality only when two switches are ON, this could be expressed by assigning the state variable a term in L(l) of l 1 l 2 ð Þ, that is, switch 1 AND switch 2 are true or ON ( Table 3 ). The pseudostate complementary variable Z d would therefore be assigned l 1 l 2 À Á because the element is in derivative causality when switch 1 AND switch 2 are NOT true or OFF. Often, a controlled junction simply creates a path of dynamic causality between it and a nearby element, and the term in L(l) can be quickly and easily assessed. There is the potential to reduce the amount of work required to obtain the equations by modularising and reusing sub-models for larger systems. Table 2 . Junction structure and state space matrices forms for the standard and hybrid bond graphs.
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Hence, modes of operation are given by
The S matrix is constructed in the same way as for a regular bond graph, by considering which inputs give each output (assigning a 1 to true relationship and a 0 otherwise). Where the path between input and output crosses a controlled junction, a Boolean term l expresses that the relationship holds true when that junction is ON (or OFF). In systems with more than one controlled junction, some of the Boolean expressions derived for L(l) may need to be reused to reflect that inputs to each element may change with dynamic causality. Output of the hybrid dynamic junction structure can therefore be related to the input by equation (3) L l ð Þ
where the matrices L l ð Þ and S ij l ð Þ are functions of the controlled junctions' Boolean parameters l. To simplify the notations, these matrices will simply be denoted as L and S ij from this point forwards.
The S matrix in equation (3) is simplified since some properties always hold.
The matrix is skew-symmetric, so S 21 and S 31 are equal to minus the transposes of S 12 and S 13 . This is because of duality. Bonds represent power as the sum of flow and effort: if the flow input of one element is the flow output of another, then the efforts must also be connected. The complementary variable of the input (which would give row 4) can be ignored. When preferred integral causality is assigned, there can be no relation between the derivative causality and resistor fields, because this would imply a causal path that could be inverted to give integral causality. 20 There is also no relation between the derivative field and itself for the same reason. Hence, S 22 , S 23 and S 32 are all 0.
Note that L only needs to be applied to the left side of the equation because the terms in the JSM have been found by inspecting the causal paths in the model and therefore already contain Boolean values where needed.
A note on the reference configuration and other configurations
A reference configuration has been used to aid the construction of the causally dynamic bond graph and to act as a basis for the proposed dynamic causality notation. However, the JSM encapsulates all possible modes of operation and it is of little consequence which mode is selected for the reference. This is in contrast to previous work on bond graphs with switched sources, 20 which gives a JSM for a given reference mode, and other modes of operation are to be derived from it. As a consequence, other ideal approaches define the state of switches in each mode of operation relative to the reference mode (i.e. if l is the parameter associated to a switch, then l = 1 if the switch has commutated with respect to the reference configuration and l = 0 otherwise), whereas the present approach suggests that the parameter l of a switch indicates the absolute state of the switch, that is, l = 1 when the switch is ON and l = 0 when the switch is OFF.
The use of a controlled junction to (dis)connect parts of a bond graph dictates how discontinuous behaviour is abstracted and ensures conservation of momentum. The implications of this for simulation are a topic of further study.
Unique hybrid implicit state space equation
The state equations express the time derivatives of the states and (in this case) the pseudo-states -_ X i and _ X din terms of their integrals, and the system inputs U. They can be derived from the JSM using the following procedure.
Equation (3) can be written with an appropriate partitioning of the diagonal matrix L 
Looking at row 3 of equation (4), an expression for D in in terms of the other elements in the system can be derived
where the constitutive equation for the dissipative field is
Substituting equation (6) into equation (5) and solving for D in gives
Hence, the D in terms can be eliminated from the system equations. Starting with row 1 of equation (4) for _ X i
Defining H = L (L 33 À S 33 L) À1 allows equation (8) to be written in the following form
Combining equation (9) and row 2 of equation (4) leads to the following equation The complementary state variables can also be eliminated by considering the constitutive law for the storage elements
Substituting equation (11) into equation (10) leads to the general implicit state equation
where H = L (L 33 À S 33 L) À1 and K = S 11 +S 13 H S 31 .
To obtain equation (12), the following procedure is proposed.
A procedure for finding the state equations of a hybrid bond graph 1. Construct the diagonal matrix L.
(a) Consider each 1-port element in dynamic causality in turn and determine all paths of dynamic causality between these elements and the controlled junctions. (b) Use a truth table to construct the combination of states, and hence function of Boolean variables, that result in each causal change. 2. Construct the HJSM in the form of equation (3).
(a) The HJSM relates system inputs to outputs. For elements in static causality, there will be one input and one output. For elements in dynamic causality, there are two inputs (effort and flow) and two outputs. (b) The HJSM is constructed by using ones and zeros to denote whether quantities are related or not. (c) Where a path between two elements crosses a TF or GY element, a variable or function other than one may appear in the HJSM. (d) Where a path between two elements crosses a controlled junction, a l (or function of l) is used to show that the relationship only occurs when the junction is ON (or OFF). (e) Where an element is in dynamic causality (shown by a dotted causal stroke in addition to the solid one), each variable will only be an input to the system in certain modes of operation. Referring to the truth table constructed in step 1, assign a function of l, which denotes the modes in which the variable is an input. 
Properties of the space model
Properties of the model in one mode
Recall equation (12) , which gives the model for all potential modes of operation. To assess a single mode of operation, the Boolean terms in L and the JSM S must be set to ones and zeros (denoting where each controlled junction is ON or OFF). There will be some redundancy in the equation, where some lines are zeros and can be deleted. This will give an equation of reduced order
where the matrices S ij are evaluated for the parameters l of the controlled junctions in the mode of operation and all null rows are removed. For a reference mode where all storage elements are in integral causality, L 11 is an identity matrix and S 12 is a matrix of zeros. The second rows of L and S also become zero since this line would relate to elements in derivative causality. Equation (12) therefore becomes an ordinary state equation
The resulting state equation for one mode can be manipulated and analysed for the properties of that mode as already described extensively in the literature. For example, it can be put into Smith or Kronecker canonical forms to allow inspection of the dynamics. The effect of commutation on the system dynamics can be clearly seen by manipulating the system equations into alternative canonical forms. This can be done for the system in one mode of operation or for the full model in which case the effects of commutation on the system dynamics can be seen. It follows that structural properties (observability and controllability, asymptotic stability and dynamic properties such as gain and the number of zeros and poles) can be functions of structural switching.
Properties of the general model
Comparison with switching sources and non-ideal approach
The 'Introduction' section highlighted the fact that the bulk of work to date on hybrid bond graph structural analysis has been conducted using switching sources. This section compares equation generated from a switched bond graph as developed by Buisson et al. 20 with the one obtained in this article and also investigates how the ideal controlled junction can be modified to account for dissipative effect on commutation.
Implicit state equations
Hybrid models constructed using switching sources are built for an initial (reference) mode, and subsequent modes of operation are derived from it (as opposed to building a model for all modes and deriving the equations for a single mode after). The JSM and standard implicit state equation contain extra states (T i and T o ) relating to the input and output to the switch(es). These rows contain the constitutive relation for the switches in terms of a commutation matrix L. Note that the indices of S are slightly different, because the JSM also has additional terms due to T i and T o , and that L is a square diagonal matrix with terms that are 1 or 0 depending on whether a switch has commutated. Buisson et al. 20 note that this form is not suitable for simulation where H = L (I À S 33 L) À1 and K = S 11 + S 13 H S 31 . This standard implicit form is compared with the model in equation (12) , reproduced below, and which is derived in this article for a model using controlled junctions. The different indices of the sub-matrices reflect the smaller JSM, and Boolean variables occur throughout the equation in the S and L sub-matrices
where H = L (L 33 À S 33 L) À1 and K = S 11 + S 13 H S 31 .
By selecting a single mode, the terms of L are given finite values. Hence, equations for a single mode comparable to the standard equation (and suitable for simulation) can be obtained.
While the implicit state equation (15) proposed by Buisson et al. 20 is obtained using straightforward standard bond graph techniques, the model is derived and valid for a reference configuration only. Recovering the implicit form for any other configuration requires complex matrix operations because of elements changing the causality and the dimension and components of key vectors X i , X d , . . . changing accordingly. In the approach proposed in this article, non-standard techniques are used to generate the unique implicit state equation (12) that encompasses all configurations. Once the model (12) is obtained, any configuration can easily be obtained by evaluating Boolean expressions for the associated combination of switches. Due to the fact that the method exploits the graphical properties of causal bond graphs combined with some symbolic operations, it is believed that the method can be conveniently implemented in existing software such as SYMBOLS 49 or transferred to an environment like EcosimPro. 50 
Ideal and non-ideal approaches
Both switching sources and controlled junctions are ideal approaches, that is, no energy is dissipated on commutation. This is in contrast to earlier work using non-ideal approaches, that is, switches modelled by modulated resistors (MR) or resistors associated with modulated transformers (MTF) (which gives a unique, causally static bond graph). Buisson et al. 20 discuss ideal and non-ideal modelling and show that the ideal approach is a limit case of the non-ideal approach.
In some cases, a system cannot be assumed to be ideal (e.g. a hydraulic valve that acts as an orifice when open) and dissipation needs to be modelled. Buisson et al. 20 propose a semi-ideal approach, where the switching source is modelled as a variable resistance, and the constitutive relationship for the switching variables includes a resistance term.
Controlled junctions can be easily made semi-ideal in a similar manner, by simply adding a resistance element so as to dissipate energy when the junction is 'ON'. An interesting feature of the hybrid bond graph presented in this article is that the non-ideal case is remarkably similar to the Boolean MTF and resistor representation (MTF-R) proposed by Dauphin-Tanguy and Rombaut 38 and used most recently in a causally static form by Borutzky ( Figure 5 ). 39 A comparison of an example system is shown in Figure 2 , which is typical of an electrical switch.
In both cases, the R-element imposes flow on the junction. When l = 0 (i.e. the switch is OFF), the flow is zero and the effort associated with the resistance is disconnected from the system. When l = 1 (i.e. the switch is ON), the flow is governed by the R-element as a function of effort. The dynamic causality associated with the controlled junction is limited to the R-element. The similarity holds for switching parts where effort commutates between zero and a finite quantity (shown in Figure 6 ), typical of mechanical and hydraulic switching devices.
However, the similarity between the two techniques does not always hold true: there are cases where the R-element does not govern the flow on a 1-junction (or effort on a 0-junction). In these cases, the MTF-R representation would not act as a switch (because it would not be imposing a null quantity on the system: it would simply disconnect the R-element): parasitic elements may need to be added to the model to manipulate the causal assignment, as shown in Figure 7 . This would be the case for systems where the non-ideal switch is modelled using a modulated resistance too. The controlled junction, however, works regardless of the causal assignment on the incident bonds. Note that a kinematic constraint exists between the controlled junction and the I-element when the switch is 'off': the analyst may now make an informed decision whether to revise the modelling assumptions, break this constraint using parasitic elements or allow it to remain.
Example
Hybrid bond graph of a power converter
A boost converter is shown in Figure 8 , as an example incorporating both electrical switches and a mechanical clutch. Buisson et al. 20 use this example to demonstrate the use of switching sources, as do Edstro¨m et al. 11 on a simplified version. Here, controlled junctions will be used. The bond graph of the power converter is shown in Figure 9 . Note that some resistance elements have been added (R 1 and R 2 ) to model losses in the circuit and friction in the moving parts. The full bond graph, incorporating the ground, is shown for completeness, and then systematically simplified by removing bonds to the ground (which is 0 V) where appropriate. The ground still needs to be represented and attached to switch 2; it is worth noting that this source and controlled junction arrangement are remarkably similar to the switching source in principle.
Modes of operation and allowed configurations
In order to construct the JSM, the modes of operation and any consequential dynamic causality must be identified. This gives the functions of l used in the JSM and state equations. These are in turn used to construct a matrix L, which multiplies the equation by zeros and ones to ensure that state variables disappear from the model when they are not part of a mode of operation.
The solid causal strokes in Figure 9 show the reference configuration, which is the configuration in which the most storage elements are in integral causality. This is given by switch 1 being ON and switches 2 and 3 being OFF. Note that it would also be given if switch 1 was OFF and switch 2 was ON; in this case, a reference mode can be selected arbitrarily. Dashed causal lines show the alternative causality assignment where causality is dynamic (i.e. it changes with mode of operation). Note that controlled junctions become a source of zero flow/effort when they are 'OFF', which means that they do not take any other flow/effort inputs in that mode of operation. The model inherently includes all possible modes of operation. This eases the construction of the JSM, and the user does not need to produce a bond graph or derive equations for each mode. 'Paths' of dynamic causality can be traced, showing the effect of switches on other elements (as shown in Table 4 ). It can be seen that switches 1 and 2 both affect the causal assignment of L 1 , while switch 3 solely governs the assignment of L 3 . In order to derive a switching rule for inclusion in the JSM (and, subsequently, the state space matrices), a truth table can be used. Looking at Table 5 , it can be seen that L 3 is in integral causality when switch 3 is 'OFF'. The state variable must therefore be 'active' when switch 3 is 'OFF': this can be achieved by multiplying the relevant row of the JSM by a Boolean l 3 (equal to 1 when switch 3 is not 'on', and otherwise equal to 0). The pseudo-state variable is likewise activated when the switch is 'ON' by multiplying the relevant row of the JSM by the Boolean l 3 (equal to 1 when switch 3 is 'ON').
Looking at Table 5 , a slightly more complex Boolean expression must be defined. L 1 is in integral causality when switch 1 or switch 2 is 'ON'. The element is in derivative causality when both switches are 'OFF'. The case where both are 'ON' is a forbidden mode since the voltage source is short-circuited, and this is reflected by a causal conflict. The state variable can therefore be activated using a Boolean factor of l 1 È l 2 where the symbol 'È' denotes an 'exclusive or' (XOR) operation. The pseudo-state variable is activated when this is not true, that is, l 1 È l 2 .
Deriving the junction structure and implicit state equations
The JSM (given below) is constructed for a regular system, but includes further Booleans where an input/output depends on the state of a switch. The subscript 'd' denotes derivative causality ( Figure 10) .
Remember that controlled junctions are thought of as null sources when they are 'OFF'. The input flows and efforts representing the switches in the OFF position could be explicitly shown as inputs, but since these are inherently zero, it is sufficient to imply them by sending terms in the JSM to zero.
The state space matrices for this system seem a little complicated since there is a causal path between L 2 and L 3 (in derivative causality) when the clutch is engaged. This can be seen from the coefficient in sub-matrices S 21 and S 12 of the JSM. If the classical state equations were to be found, there may be a motivation here for adding a parasitic element to break the causal path. Instead, the use of pseudo-states for those elements in derivative causality handles the loop. The constitutive law of the R-field is
A matrix H can be defined as H =
The constitutive law for the storage elements is as follows
where Using equation (2), the state space equations for the power converter example are therefore given as follows For the reference configuration (l 1 = 1, l 2 = 0 and l 3 = 0), this gives Àa ð16Þ Figure 10 . Hybrid bond graph model of the boost converter with notation.
Giving the equations
There are state equations for each of the three storage elements in integral causality, as expected. With the clutch disengaged, the load L 3 is clearly disconnected from the rest of the system. For the case where most elements are in derivative causality (l 1 = 0, l 2 = 0 and l 3 = 1) 6 4 
With both electrical switches 'OFF' and the clutch engaged, the inertia of the direct current (DC) motor exerts no torque on the system and the load is not free to rotate. This is consistent with what would be expected.
An interesting case occurs in the mode where both switches 1 and 2 are 'ON'. This is a 'forbidden' mode, which short-circuits the voltage source and sets up a causal conflict in the bond graph. The equations are given as follows (assuming clutch is disengaged) The first two lines give V=ÀG and _ p L2 = 0, that is, the input voltage is a function of the ground, and the mechanical load L 2 is not powered by the electrical circuit. This clearly reflects the short circuit.
Discontinuities on variables at commutation
Consider the case where the system is in the reference mode, and then the clutch (switch 3) engages. Recalling the reference configuration The equations are as follows:
Reference configuration
Clutch engaged
The system changes from having three differential state equations to having two differential equations and an associated algebraic relationship. The equation for _ p L1 remains unchanged with commutation. The equation for _ p L2 becomes a function of p L2 and pseudo-state _ p L3d in addition to p L1 , and the algebraic relation can be rearranged to give p L3d in terms of p L2 . If the clutch commutes back from engaged to disengaged, the state of L 3 just after commutation is equal to the state just before, that is, p L3d = p L3 and _ p L3d = _ p L3 and there is no need to reinitialise the state.
In this model, any slippage occurring between fully engaged and fully disengaged would be modelled by resistance element R 2 . Some authors would define slippage as an extra mode of operation. Here, the controlled junction purely represents whether contact has been made or not. Any additional non-linear dissipation can be modelled using a resistance element, which could itself be abstracted to discrete modes of operation. This is an example of parametric switching and will be addressed in the further work.
Conclusions
In this article, the controlled junction is selected to model 'structural discontinuities' (i.e. physical switching elements that change the power flow and structure of the model). It clearly and intuitively shows the effect of commutation in the bond graph and can be represented by a Boolean parameter in the JSM. Unlike other methods, there are no additional inputs to the system.
The general hybrid bond graph is presented as a general bond graph with a modified junction structure. The HJSM S is a function of a structural switching Boolean parameter l as well as 0 and 1 (and coefficients relating to any transformers or gyrators). This Boolean parameter corresponds to the state of a controlled junction or combination of controlled junctions.
Dynamic causality is an inherent feature of this general hybrid bond graph and is allowed so as to prevent any additional complexity or stiff dynamics and maximise insight into the model. A method for representing dynamic causality on a bond graph (using dashed causal strokes) is proposed. Equation generation and structural analysis techniques are extended to apply to the general hybrid bond graph. A single implicit equation describing all possible modes of operation is generated. The Boolean factors in the junction structure carry through into the state matrices. All modes of operation can be obtained directly from this equation, as opposed to deriving modes in relation to a reference. Where dynamic causality affects a 1-port element, two lines are defined in the JSM and are associated with a Boolean factor to (de)activate the line according to the state of the relevant controlled junctions. In deriving the implicit state equations, this gives rise to the use of pseudo-state variables to describe storage elements in dynamic causality.
This technique has been demonstrated on the case study of a power converter. Equations can be derived for each mode, including the short-circuit case. Possible further work is to consider non-linear models and to formalise the use of parametric discontinuities (e.g. piecewise continuous functions), to generate the general form of the implicit state equations. Also, automation of equation generation and simulation, and possible implementation of the proposed method in existing software, will be the theme of further research.
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